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Dear Assembly, 
 
In addition to the 327 clubs listed in the June Memo, 11 more returning clubs have been 
added to our club list for re-ratification. These clubs include the following:  
 

1. STEM Fellowship: The purpose of this club is to provide opportunities in STEM 
and research to students who are either under-represented or minority groups 

2. McMaster Undergraduate Journal of Law and Politics: The scope of the journal 
reaches a wide variety of academic majors, such as: Justice, Political Philosophy 
and Law, Philosophy, Political Science, Economics, etc.; through these activities, 
the undergraduate student run journal assists in developing important research, 
editorial and teaching skills.  

3. *DeGroote Accounting Association: We strive to provide students 
with unique opportunities related to the field of accounting and help students 
become aware of the different accounting career paths. 

4. *DeGroote Finance Association: The purpose is to provide learning and 
networking opportunities for students interested in pursuing a career in finances 
and business  

5. *DeGroote Human Resources Association: The club is unique to the McMaster 
community in providing students with the opportunity to jumpstart a Human 
Resources career by allowing them to gain valuable knowledge through industry 
professionals at networking and speaker series events. 

6. *DeGroote Information Systems Association: This club is designed to encourage 
the pursuit of information systems excellence, information systems career and 
technology information to its members, and provide networking opportunities to 
those interested in information systems. 
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7. *DeGroote Marketing Association: We are a leading club in real-world business 
initiatives, networking, and innovation, building bridges between DeGroote 
students and the marketing industry in order to provide students with confidence. 

8. *DeGroote Operations Association: The club aims to provide undergraduate 
students with insights into the industry of Operations Management and logistics, 
host events to increase awareness and encourage career development. 

9. *DeGroote Women in Business: The purpose is to fully engage, motivate and 
empower female business students through business education and experience.  

10. *McMaster Investment Council: The club seeks to connect passionate students, 
alumni, and employers and provide valuable networking opportunities and enable 
learning through applied investing and education. 

11. *McMaster Consulting Association: The club promotes consulting as a career 
path to students of all faculties with the goal of raising awareness of the 
profession, as well as prepare our members to excel in the industry. 

 

*At first, these clubs were going to be under the DeGroote faculty and so they were not included in the 
June ratification list; however, we have spoken to the faculty and mutually decided to keep them under 
us.   

 
NOTE: Please note that the MSU Clubs department is currently preparing for our annual 
Clubsfest event and the ratification of majority of clubs is extremely necessary in order 
for us to move forward with this event.  
 
Thank you for taking the time out to review all clubs and I strongly believe that all clubs 
put forward have the potential to benefit student life and community at McMaster. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me in case of any questions! 
 
Best, 
 
Aditi Sharma 
Clubs Administrator 
905.525.9140 ext. 24113 
clubs@msu.mcmaster.ca 
 
 


